
  

 

 

ON SALE NOW 218 -                                    

HO HO HO!!! 

This is just a mini Christmas list for you per-
haps to buy a list minute gift for yourself! 

     AUSTRALIAN STATES 

 

1.  NEW  SOUTH   WALES  1850  ASC1b, 

1d Red Sydney View  with Clouds  lovely 

clear impression, nice margins.$275.00 

 

2.  NEW  SOUTH  WALES   1850  ASC1,  

1d  Red  Sydney View,  No Clouds has a  

closed   scissor  cut   at   top near o  of  

postage  and  minor  thin, a very attrac-

tive space filler………….……....$99.00 

3.  NEW   SOUTH   WALES  1850 2d  Blue  

Sydney  View  has  four  huge   margins, 

nice clear impressions beautiful stamp, 

no thins or faults………..………..$149.00 

 

 

4.  NEW    SOUTH   WALES   1850  ASC 3,  

3d  Green  Sydney  View  has  four  huge  

margins,  very  clear  impressions beau-

tiful  stamp, no faults…..……..….$275.00 

 

5. NEW   SOUTH   WALES    

1897 Consumptive  Homes 

set, the ASC  79-80,  the 1/- 

value is   fine  mint    lightly   

hinged  and   the  magnifi-

cent  2/6 is very  fine  used,  

cancelled   to    order    and 

still  has gum, the 2/6 is my 

very favourite state stamp 

the set for………….$169.00 

 

6.   VICTORIA      1897  

Charity  set  ASC 79-80, 

the 1d  (1/-)  is  fine mint 

lightly hinged the 2 1/2d 

(2/6)  is fine used, this is 

about  half  what  others 

are   charging   for    this 

set……………....$129.00 

7.  TASMANIA   1899 Pictorials set ASC 34-41 (8) a com-

plete mint lightly hinged set, minor  tone spot  here  and 

there but priced so cheaply at……………………...$69.00   

8.  WESTERN   AUSTRALIA     1854   1d  

Black, no  thins  or  any faults, beautiful 

stamp for ……………………...$99.00 

 

        KANGAROOS 

 

9. £1 BROWN AND BLUE  SG 15, First 
Watermark missing from most collec-
tions, a mint lightly hinged example, 
very minor aging on the gum, crazy 
Christmas price for less than the used 
price ………….…………………$1,499.00 

 

                     KGV 

10. 1d DEEP RED G1 BW 70A(4)v a 
very fine used single-line perforation 
and has the variety ‘run N state 1,  and 
also a transient ink flaw behind the 
emu, with a Dr Scott Starling Certifi-
cate for………………...……..….$175.00 

 

11. 1d DEEP RED G2 BW 70B(4)v a 
very fine used single-line perforation 
and has the variety ‘run N state 1, with 
a Dr Scott Starling Certificate 
for………..………………….…….$199.00 

 

 

12. 1d BRIGHT BROWN-RED G24 BW 
71O, a lovely fine used example of this 
rare shade, with a Dr Scott Starling 
Certificate for……………………$269.00 

 

 

13. 1d TERRACOTTA G25 BW 71Q, a 
lovely fine used example of this rare 
shade with a Dr Scott Starling Certifi-
cate for……………………………..$99.00 

 

 

14. 1d DEEP RED (ANILINE) G61 Used 
example showing (reverse of stamp) 
only the marginal line of the water-
mark and the tip of the crown are visi-
ible, a rare watermark variety with a 
Dr Scott Starl ing Certif icate 
for………………………….….…….$99.00 

 



  

 

 

KGV  

 

15. 1d ROSINE G68, BW72l a fine mint 
example with jus the slightest sugges-
tion of a hinge mark, with a Dr Scott 
Starling Certificate for………..$449.00 

 

16. 1d DEEP ROSINE G70, BW72J(1)e 
being a fine used example with the va-
riety saddle on emu, a rare shade and 
variety combination with with a Dr 
S c o t t  S t a r l i n g  C e r t i f i c a t e 
for……………………………..…..$199.00  

 

17. 1d CARMINE-ROSE G74, BW72q(1)
ib a lovely mint hinged example perfo-
rated OS, Die 2, with a Dr Scott Star-
ling Certificate for……….…....$499.00 

 

 

18. 1d CARMINE-PINK G101, BW73A, 
Cooke pink printing, a fine fresh mint 
lightly hinged example with a Dr Scott 
Starling Certificate for………..$249.00 

 

19. 1d DEEP CARMINE 
ROSE G105 BW74Ba, 
large multiple wmk 
showing inverted wmk. 
A fine example of this 
very rare stamp, mint 
lightly hinged with side 
selvedge as shown with 
a Dr Scott Starling Cer-
tificate for…..$1,699.00 

          OTHER AUSTRALIA  

20. 1931 5/- KINGSFORD SMITH OS  SG 0123-0124, a 
cancelled to order set, no gum but well centred both 
values for just…………………………………………...$59.00 

21. 1932 5/- BRIDGE  SG 143 
mint very lightly hinged per-
fectly centred and perfect 
perforations, mint lightly 
hinged with superbly fresh 
original gum for……...$219.00 

 

 

22. 1932 5/- BRIDGE  SG 143 
cancelled to order,   perfectly 
centred and great perfora-
tions, no gum……….…$249.00 

23. 1949 ARMS Specimen set (3) mint lightly hinged 
complete for just………………………………………. $69.00 

                    AUSTRALIAN COLLECTION 

24. 1914-1965 A fantastic mixed collection of mint Mint 
Unhinged  and used in a green hagner binder and slip-
case with around 50 singles sided pages crammed full 
of stamps.  I noted Kangaroos and KGV hundreds of 
extra stamps by shade die and plate varieties, perfins, 
duplicates everywhere, way too many to mention.  What 
I will mention that is included in this fine lot is 2 1/2d 
first wmk Roo mint lightly hinged 2/-  
Brown 2nd wmk  fu,  £1 Grey third average used, 5/-
small multi average used, 10/- Cof A average used, £1 
Grey Cofa space filler, £2 CofA as illustrated better 
than average used which is what I put it on my listing at, 
plenty of KGV including 1d Red die three fine mint, a 
superb SG 93 Small Multi. Perf 14 cto (no gum) but a 
superb stamp, then 6d Engraved Kooka mint and fine 
used, 1928 Kooka M/Sheet minor fold through centre 
perfs. which does detract, also discounted in my sums, 
Kingsford Smith os set cto, 5/- Bridge perfect cto, (no 
gum) loads of commems mostly a couple of each issue, 
White wattles and die 1a mint, Thick paer robes set min-
ot toning on mint set, thin paper Robes set mint lightly 
hinged complete, fine used thick paper set as well, 
Arms set mint hinged  and fine used, 5/- Cattle Muh 
white paper perfect, Navigators set (8) both mint 
hinged and fine used, BCOF set mint lightly hinged, sev-
eral pages full of postage dues both mint and used 
some blocks as well.  Now if I only charged my dis-
counted list prices and several have been discounted to 
allow for the condition supplied, you would spend way 
more than $3,500+++ just for the items on my lists 
above $10 each, basically the rest are free, so reseller 
heaven on this lot, be very quick………..………$1,750.00 

  MYSTERY BOXES 

We have lots of new stock just in, try a box today! 

25.  The large mystery box is ……………………….………………….$139.00 

26. The mega mystery box is ………..……………………………...… $229.00 

27. The supa-dupa-mega box is………………………………………..$499.00 

If you want a box made up to another value, just ask!  For those who 
have never purchased a mystery box, they can contain one-country 
collections; stamps from lots of different countries, both old and mod-
ern and mint and used; FDCs and commercial mails; stamps on- and off- 
paper; duplicated stamps so you can check for varieties; whole albums; 
stock-books full and empty; catalogues. The list goes on and on, and no 

two boxes are ever the same.   They  all  come  with   a  fun   guarantee! 


